
Update on Coffee Mornings and By-Elections 
● Coffee morning from 2-4 on Wednesday the 13th of November during Mind, Body and 

Soul. Open to any officer who wants to help out 
● Law coffee morning on Tuesday the 12th, cost a total of 100 euro and individually one 

euro a head.  
● Next coffee mornings for science will be in week 11 and law will be in week 12. 

Engineering has them on Wednesday and Friday from 10-12. 
● Email Keleigh, Joanna and Dee with the invoices from the coffee mornings. 
● Three new class reps elected in the by-elections and a few more elections in the future.  

 
Council Mandates from the Student’s Union  

● 4 motions from Katie and 3 submitted by Conor for the next council.  
● Katie’s mainly involve tidying up the policy book by removing items that are no longer 

needed, changing old titles to correct new titles, and combining existing mandates for 
crossover guides as well as limiting all part time officers to 2 minutes when presenting 
reports. 

● Conor’s mandates submitted on behalf of students include cheaper coffee on Smurfit, a 
doctor on Smurfit and a better plan from the Sabbatical team to reach out to incoming 
international students to offer support and make them aware of the Union. 

 
Exam Stands Update 

● Looking into getting the Student Activities Community to fund many of the costs 
associated with running the exam stands and shuttle busses.  

● If anyone has any ideas for specific foods they want to see at the exam stands let Brian 
know.  

● A timetable for Sabbats is getting created, but there is no official requirement for college 
officers to work the table, just a soft commitment. Only work the table if you are free and 
want to take the role. Otherwise people will be hired to staff them. 

 
Event Planning 

● Many officers feel like they are going in blind when planning and facilitating events for 
their constituents. Stuck in a loop of who to contact for support and what to do. Have a 
desire to hold events but want to do so when they feel prepared for them. 

● Preliminary date for re-training with Dee and Keleigh is during the week of January 20th. 
Here budgets, requests and how to hold events will be discussed to fill in missing gaps. 
The hand books do not address a lot for college officers and many feel they do not 
receive enough training.  

● SU class rep handbook is still in the process of being created. However if it is no longer 
as relevant and useful, is there a need for it at all? 

● Environmentally better to not print it out and only have a digital copy for reps to refer to. 
 

Mandating College Officers Via Council 



● Want to hold votes at college council as there is nothing in the Constitution that prohibits 
it. Vote on issues as a college council and then bring a mandate to the entire Council 
when a majority agrees on it. 

● Use it as a way to formalize a plan for the College Officers and keep ideas progressing 
even if the role changes over. 

● Current constitution does not describe the role of a class officer. 
 

Midterm Results and Module Change 
● Issue with a student sitting a midterm and only receiving results after the deadline for 

dropping with no penalty. The student then had to pay 600 euro to drop once they 
received the exam grade. 

● Need to be able to appeal or change the system because it is impossible for students to 
make a decision about continuing without knowing all of the grades in a course. If 
professors want to give midterms grades should be known before the deadline or 
change the system. 


